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T Y P E FAC E S

BRAND OVERVIEW

P R I O R I T I Z I N G I N T E R S E C T I O N A L A L LY S H I P
W I T H I N T H E S K A T E B O A R D I N G C O M M U N I T Y.

Brand Statement

Brand Moral

Brand Goals

We love people, so we’re sick of the hate that’s prevalent in our
community. Darling is a response to a need in skateboarding for
positive and active allyship in the community. Creating a duality
of kindness and directness, Darling is as wholesome as it is
sophisticated and encouraging of all skaters. We’re all darlings,
we’re all loved, and we’re all valid, strong members of this greater
community of skateboarding around the world.

Darling is committed to building an inclusive environment
in skating and bring those themes to skate shops and skate
communities worldwide. When positive messages on sex and
ability and gender are printed on products, it moves conversation
within skating scenes. We strive to empower marginalized
peoples and set the example for intersectional allyship in skating.

Darling “works” when skateboarding media shifts. While skate
culture still has room for improvement, it’s very diverse and
accepting. Skate media on the other hand prioritizes cis-men
and excludes many types of skaters. Encouraging more people to
skate with our products and seeing more non-traditional skaters
being highlighted in the media is the ultimate goal of Darling.
Challenging hate, rape culture, exclusion, and oppressive ideas
that are alive and well in skateboarding today.

Personality

Positioning + Competition

Target Audience

Very straightforwardly kind, everything is confrontational and
supportive of all people and skaters. This is done through
celebratory allyship and empowerment of marginalized
community members and challenging the oppressive actions,
language, and tendencies of skateboarding culture.

Darling approaches skateboarding media in a new way. That
being said, Darling stands out from most other skate brands
in the industry, but isn’t competitive to any particular genre
of skate brands, but rather an oppressive normalities within
skateboarding media. So challenging brands that segregate,
exclude, offend, and create harmful messaging.

Darling is for the unlikely skater, the person that doesn’t see
themselves in skate media. The act of skating is universal and this
brand caters to those who aren’t normally invited. Specifically
for younger and older demographics (ages 5-14 and 28+),
those outside of the US, LGBTQIA+ skaters, disabled, Black,
Indigenous, and people of color. While vast, the brand focuses
on those who are gritty, determined, and dedicated to the pursuit
of an investing hobby and counterculture like skating. Someone
riding a Darling board is strong and confident in their beliefs,
empathetic, and has a open-minded firm support in people.
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DARLING LOGO

X

BRAND WORDMARK
The primary Darling logo, this wordmark blends the wholesome/childlike
wonder of skateboarding with the sophisticated concepts that define
skateboarding as a universal discipline. The heart within the D acts as
an adaptable icon used throughout the brand’s contextual graphics, and
connects the two concepts of sweet and edgy.

The height labeled “x” on the left between the two words acts as the
main unit of measurement between the logo and elements surrounding
it. Always maintain the dimension when using this lockup, for other
variants of the logo that ratio will vary.
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LOGO LOCKUPS

VERTICAL WORDMARK

BRAND ICON

This wordmark is interchangeable with the primary logo, used
in instances where a taller or a more square logo is required.

The stripped down logo used in smaller executions,
thumbnails, backgrounds, and contextual placements.
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LOGO USAGE

Color contrasts with background.

DO’S

DON’TS

G E T E X P E R I M E N TA L

WITHIN REASON...

Multiple colors can be used.

Strokes when visually legible.

Don’t Stretch logos vertically.

Don’t Stretch logos horizontally.

Don’t flip the icon to suit a graphic.

Don’t change the kearning.

Logos must contrast from photos.

DARLING
S

Change placement when tasteful.

Scatter text in a legible manner.

Absence of “skateboarding”.

Rotations are fine when legible.

Shortening name to DRLN.

Experimenting with layering.
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Don’t change fonts on logo.

Don’t use two darker colors alone.

Avoid using lighter colors on
smaller deliverables.

D

Always indlude the heart in logos.
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COLOR
PRIMARY C OLORS

SEC ONDARY C OLORS

GOOFY

REGULAR

FA K I E

SWITCH

PA N TO N E
420 C

PA N TO N E
426 C

PA N TO N E
2024 C

PA N TO N E
2695 C

C: 21
M: 16
Y: 17
K: 0

C: 71
M: 65
Y : 6 4
K: 68

C: 0
M : 7 0
Y: 63
K: 0

C: 93
R: 46
M : 1 0 0 G : 2 2
Y: 36
B: 79
K: 35

R: 201
G: 201
B: 201

#C9C9C9

R: 40
G : 4 0
B: 40

#282828

R: 255
G : 1 1 3
B: 91

#FF715B

#2E164F
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T Y P E FA C E S

MEDYSON

FAKT PRO

Wordmark and decorative header
font. Used primarily on graphics,
rarely on documents.

Main display font, used for headers,
subheaders and body text.
Thin Light Normal Medium Semibold Bold Black

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm

Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu

Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz

Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0

1234567890!@#$%^&*({[;“?
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GRAPHIC ELEMENTS
When it comes to Darling’s contextual elements, we use different aspects of the physical
branding and push them creatively to form dynamic moments and artful compositions.
These pieces are created from minimal elements, using basic shapes, thoughtful
typesetting, manipulating shapes and forms used in the logos and aspects of the brand.

Darling Heart

Spiral Icon

At the heart of the logo, if you will, is the literal heart of Darling.
Encompassing the wholesome nature of skateboarding, the
heart illustrates the honest love it takes to dedicate yourself to
learning the discipline of skateboarding. Used as a contextual
and illustrative element to deliverables and graphics.

An example of exploring the logo further as a contextual element,
the spiral icon represents the numerous genres within skateboarding
culture. That skate culture is truly human culture and all people are
valid and accepted in the world of skating. Used as a contextual and
illustrative element to deliverables and graphics.
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IMAGERY

When capturing photos of people and skaters, strive for
diversity in showcasing people of all race, sexual orientation,
gender, religious beliefs, ability/disability, nationality, skill level,
occupation, and ways of life.
Rather than the simple industry formula of ads consisting of:
a sponsored skater doing a trick, portrait of skater, product,
and artwork; Darling challenges this template by reflecting the
audience in the ads and marketed deliverables.
This consists of making an effort to showcase the diversity
in skating and communicates with the community in order
to not tokenize or show anyone/anything without wholesome
intent. Introducing models into skateboarding, in the sense of
photographing skaters of all skill sets, not just team riders. This
ensures people getting into skateboarding can resonate with
aspects of skate marketing that they otherwise be drawn away
from. Showing woodshops, factories, employees of Darling;
capturing what makes the brand outside of the leisure, but in the
hard work and dedication to sustainability, our DIY attitude, and
building a multidisciplinary culture.
Photography can vary between film, digital, and subject matter,
but should show the grit, honesty, and realness of the situation.
Whether that’s the childlike pursuit of fun, or the sweat put into
getting a clip, to shipping boards in the warehouse.
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Y O U R S T R U LY
NOAH DENKER
F U C K H AT E G O S K AT E

